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Introduction
A variety of parabolic equations for hypersurfaces have been considered. One of the earliest was the Gauss curvature ow, introduced in Fi] as a model for the changing shape of a stone wearing on a beach. The stone is represented by a bounded convex region, and each point on its surface moves in the inward normal direction with speed equal to the Gauss curvature: If the surface at time t is given by an embedding x t , then @x @t = ?Kn; where K is the Gauss curvature, and n the outward unit normal. Firey showed that stones which are symmetric about the origin shrink to points in nite time and are asymptotically spherical in shape.
Other evolution equations have been considered since then, of the form @x @t = ?Fn; An3] , and a given equation can have several di erent solutions which evolve by contracting without changing shape An7{9]. There are very few equations for which the behaviour of solutions is well understood, other than those mentioned above with F homogeneous of degree one or of negative degree in the principal curvatures. A single exception is the ow with F = K 1=(n+2) , which has a remarkable invariance under the special a ne group. In An5] and TS] it was shown that solutions become ellipsoidal in shape as they contract to points. As a guiding principle, we expect that ows in which F is homogeneous of large degree in the curvatures will have solutions which are asymptotically homothetic | that is, the solution hypersurfaces can be rescaled to converge as the nal time is approached, to a limit which satis es the identity F = chx; ni (2) for some c > 0. This implies that the limit hypersurface evolves by shrinking without changing shape. On the other hand, if F is homogeneous of small degree, we expect that some isoperimetric ratio will usually become unbounded as the solution shrinks to a point. In the case of curves in the plane this picture has been con rmed in detail An6], An7]. In higher dimensions results are known only for ows involving Gauss curvature An8], An9]: Theorem 1. Let 2 C 1 (S n ) be strictly positive, and 2 (1=(n+2); 1=n]. Let R n+1 be an open bounded convex region, and let M 0 be the boundary of .
Then there exists a family of C 1 embeddings fx t : S n ! R n+1 g 0<t<T , unique
up to composition with an arbitrary time-independent smooth di eomorphism of S n , such that the hypersurfaces M t = x t (S n ) bound strictly convex open regions t for t > 0, converge to M 0 in Hausdor distance as t ! 0, and satisfy the evolution equation (1) with F = (n)K :
The embeddings x t converge uniformly to a point p 2 R n+1 as t ! T, and the rescaled embeddingsx t = Vol(S n ) Vol( t ) 1 n+1 (x t ? p)
have images which converge in C 1 for a subsequence of times approaching T to a hypersurface which satis es (2). Part of the di culty in treating the general case of Eq. (1) is that there is no associated variational principle, and consequently it is di cult to nd quantites which improve under the ow. The present paper concerns a family of ows of a somewhat special form, for which something more can be said. In particular, we prove the existence of many improving integral quantities for these ows, and use these to simplify the possible types of behaviour: We show that if a solution approaches a solution of (2) shrinking solution, even in a very weak sense or on a subsequence of times, then it must converge smoothly to that solution. Hence a solution can have at most one limiting shape.
The class of ows we consider was introduced by the author in An3], and includes the Gauss curvature ows (with F = K ) and ows with F = K E k , where E k is the kth elementary symmetric function of the principal curvatures.
We will refer to these ows as \mixed discriminant" ows, or MDFs for brevity. The complete description of this class is given in section 2. For each of these ows there is a family of associated integral quantities, which we introduce in section 3. In particular, any hypersurface satisfying the identity (2) is necessarily a critical point of every one of these quantities. We show in section 4 that some of these quantities evolve monotonically in time for MDF solutions. The main result, given in section 6, is the following: Theorem 2. Let fx t g 0 t<T be a solution of a mixed discriminant ow, converging to a point in R n+1 as t ! T. Suppose there exist sequences t k ! T, R k ! 1, and p k 2 R n+1 such that the hypersurfaces R k ? x t k (S n ) ? p k converge in Hausdor distance as k ! 1 to a compact convex C 2 hypersurface with F > 0. Then is C 1 and satis es the identity (2) for some choice of origin in R n+1 , and there exists p 2 R n+1 such that the hypersurfaces
converge in C 1 to as t ! T, where t is the region enclosed by the hypersurface x t (S n ).
In particular this improves the result of Theorem 1 for Gauss curvature ows: Convergence for a subsequence of times to a homothetic limit is improved to convergence in C 1 as t ! T. Our argument is similar to that of Simon Si1] which applied to gradient ows of convex functionals, and to the uniqueness problem for tangent cones of minimal surfaces and harmonic maps. The present case is complicated by the fact that the ows are fully nonlinear, and are not gradient ows, so some work is required to relate the evolution equations to the gradients of appropriate functionals.
One of the main technical di culties which arises in the proof is that of proving bounds on the radius of curvature. This di culty stems from the explicit dependence of the speed on the normal direction, which introduces terms into the evolution equation for the radii of curvature which we can control only when the solution is close to a solution of (2). The control of such terms should be important in the study of other anisotropic equations, such as anisotropic mean curvature ows which are important in modelling interfaces Gu] 
Notation and preliminary results
In this section we review some notation and results concerning convex regions in Euclidean space, including the de nitions of mixed volume and mixed discriminant. We also de ne the mixed discriminant ows and discuss some of their elementary properties.
Support functions
The support function s : S n ! R of a convex region in R n+1 is de ned by s(z) = sup For strictly convex and smoothly bounded there is a natural embedding x describing the boundary @ , such that the Gauss map z ! n( x(z)) is the identity on S n . This is given in terms of s by the following expression:
x(z) = s(z)z + rs(z) (4) where rs is the gradient vector of s with respect to the standard metric g on S n . For any f 2 C 2 (S 1 ) we de ne an associated bilinear form r f] by r ij f] = r i r j f + fg ij ; (5) where r is the Levi-Civita connection of g. Then the principal radii of curvature of @ at the point x(z) are the eigenvalues with respect to g of r s] at z. The constant curvature of g implies that r has totally symmetric covariant derivative:
If is a convex region and " > 0 then " is the convex region f"a : a 2 g. ; s k+1 ; : : : ; s n ]:
By a mixed discriminant ow we mean a ow of the form (1) where 
Integral quantities
In this section we introduce a family of integral quantities associated with any mixed discriminant ow, and show that any homothetic solution is a critical point of every one of these functionals. . In the case = 1, Z ? where we used the identity (4) from Proposition 3 to integrate by parts. 
Regularity estimates
The main result of this section (Proposition 11) is that a solution which is close in Hausdor distance to a homothetic solution is subsequently smooth, strictly convex, and close to in any C k norm. For this we need to assume that the homothetic solution itself is non-degenerate, in the sense that it is a C 2 hypersurface, and that it has speed F strictly positive. This result implies immediately that if there is a subsequence of times on which a solution converges in Hausdor distance to a homothetic solution (after rescaling and possibly translation), then there is a subsequence of times for which the rescaled solutions converge in C 1 to (Proposition 17).
The most di cult step in the proof of Proposition 11 is the proof of a C 1;1 bound for the solution s. Proof This result is purely geometric, and does not depend on the evolution equation. By Proposition 10 there exist constants C 3 and C 4 such that C ?1 3 g r ] C 3 g and C ?1 4 C 4 . By hypothesis the point x(z) on M with normal z lies between the hypersurface (1+ ) and the hyperplane hy; zi = (1? ) (z). Equation (4) gives x(z) = s(z)z +Ds(z), so it su ces to bound the width of this region in directions perpendicular to z. The radii of curvature of are bounded by C 3 , so the region is contained inside a spherical cap of height 2 (z) and radius C 3 , which has width bounded by minf2C 3 ; 4 p C 3 C 4 g. 
Equivalently, the quantity Ft =(1+ ) is non-decreasing pointwise. The last two terms in this expression are yet to be controlled. These are the most troublesome term in the entire estimate, and it is only in controlling these that we require the oscillation of s= to be small. As will be shown below, these terms can be controlled using the leading elliptic term, at the expense of terms of the form Q s; : : : ; s | {z } k?1 times ; 1; @]r ij . These are in turn controlled using good terms in the evolution equation for s, as long as the oscillation of s= is su ciently small (note that in the case k = n these terms do not arise). The rst bracket can be estimated using the inequality (15), provided we have an estimate on the matrices j i . More speci cally, we need to estimate the terms produced by (15) 
The convergence argument
In this section we adapt a method of Si1] to complete the proof of Theorem 2. This method involves bounding the distance that the solution can move away from the limit in terms of the change in Z for some . The proof of this depends crucially on a bound below for the norm of the gradient of Z in L 2 near its critical point . This bound is proved by reducing to an inequality for realanalytic functions on nite-dimensional spaces proved by Lojasiewicz L]. For a recent exposition of the Lojasiewicz inequality and related topics see MV], especially Theorem 4.14.
The Lojasiewicz estimate has been used to prove convergence for gradient ows of real-analytic functions. In our case our evolution equations are not gradient ows, but we do have monotone quantites. We will show that the angle between the direction of motion and the gradient of one of these functionals remains acute, with cosine bounded away from zero. This weaker condition su ces for the Lojasiewicz argument.
To illustrate the argument, we rst describe an analogous situation for ordinary di erential equations: Suppose E : M ! R is a real-analytic function on a Suppose there is a subsequence of times ft k g approaching in nity such that x(t k ) approaches a limit x 1 2 M. Then x 1 is necessarily a critical point of E, and since E(x(t)) is a decreasing function of t, we have lim t!1 E(x(t)) = E(x 1 ).
We show that x(t) approaches x 1 as t ! 1. The result of Lojasiewicz L] is that there exists a neighbourhood U of x 1 in M and a constant 2 (0; 1 2 ] such that jrE( )j jE( ) ? E(x 1 )j 1? for all 2 U.
Given " > 0, we must show that there exists T(") such that for every t T(") we have jx(t)?x 1 j < ". First, decrease " if necessary to ensure that B " (x 1 ) U. Then choose k su cently large to satisfy the two conditions jx(t k ) ? x 1 j < 1 2 " and jE(x(t k )) ? E(x 1 )j c 0 " Proposition 18. There exists a neighbourhood in C 2 about in which
for some C > 0. This contradicts the maximality of T if T < 1. Therefore and both terms on the right approach zero.
By Theorem 7, Z 1= s t ?hp; zi] =( ?1) is decreasing in time, and so has limit equal to Z 1= ] =( ?1) since Z converges on the sequence of times t i . Also,s t i converges in C 0 (and hence in L 2 ) to , and so for any " > 0 there exists i su ciently large that s t i satis es the conditions of Proposition 21. Therefores t remains within distance " of in C 2; for all t t i . This gives convergence in C 2; . Convergence in all higher C k norms follows from Proposition 11.
